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A truck simulation game set in Europe. You transport small loads across Europe, completing errands and discoveries. On the way you will
encounter various obstacles that you need to deal with. For example, on the road you may come across a stone that you need to go around, then
cracks may appear on your car that you need to eliminate. (Further...) Office Space 3: Space Battle is a game developed by Arrivy Studio. The
main character of this game is Alex Carter. He works as a representative of a news channel and spends all his free time on a business trip. During
such trips, he talks a lot with different people and tries to learn more about various events and facts that are happening in the world. And then one
day Alex gets into the zone of military exercises, which should begin in the near future. (Further...) Magica Studios is a studio that has long
specialized in Ratchet & Clank games. Its developers have extensive experience in creating games that use the concept of castle siege. When
creating a Magica game, we are invited to take on one of the characters, the role of which is played by Joseph Beano, the son of one of the
founders. After the death of his father, he became the head of the family, and his father a businessman. At the same time, Joseph did not create
his own business, but sold his entire business. This was partly due to the fact that he was constantly busy. (The main goal of the developers of this
game was to create a game that could be completed as pleasantly as previous games in the RATCHET & CLANK series.) (more...
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